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ABSTRACT
Polesnak, Mary Catherine. The Impact of Alexander Technique on Efficiency and Ease of
Movement in Kindergarten through 5th-Grade Students. Unpublished Master of Arts
thesis, University of Northern Colorado, 2020.
The purpose of this study was to determine if the Alexander Technique could improve
Kindergarten through fifth-grade students’ efficiency and ease of movement. The Alexander
Technique has many anecdotal accounts of personal benefit, but research is lacking that shows
its benefit. The goal was to answer the following guiding research questions:
Q1

Can the Alexander Technique improve efficiency of movement in K-5th-grade
students?

Q2

Can the Alexander Technique improve the ease of movement in K-5th-grade
students?

There were forty-nine student participants in grades Kindergarten through fifth-grade at a
small, rural, private school in the midwest. Permission for this research was obtained first from
the site, from the Institutional Review Board (IRB), and then from parents of students and
student participants. Research was completed within one month and consisted of teaching
student participants six dance movements, observing their movement efficiency during one
thirty-minute class period. Principles of the Alexander Technique were taught in the following
class period. The final class period included re-executing the dance movements, and in-class
discussion, and for second through fifth grade students, a journal page with four specific
prompts.
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The methods used in this study showed that learning principles of the Alexander
Technique does benefit students, although they are not necessarily able to clearly articulate a
change in themselves or explain what may have helped them.
There were multiple limitations of this study that included potential bias due to the
researcher also being the teacher of the lessons, the school calendar and class schedule, a small
sample from each grade or class, and unvalidated research instruments. Furthermore, the study
could potentially benefit by students having a longer exposure to the Alexander Technique,
employing Alexander Technique experts, reformatting the study, and editing the discussion and
journal questions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Goal of Thesis
The Alexander Technique is a somatic practice with the primary cornerstone of learning
what not to do with one’s body, rather than what to do, by way of letting go of physical actions
or tendencies a person has that might get in the way of his or her optimal physical functioning
(Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 18). It was developed by Frederick Matthias Alexander over a period of
more than sixty years starting in the late 1800s (Gelb 24). It is believed that through this
technique, when one lets go of what is believed to be negative bodily patterns, the body can
move with more freedom, efficiency, and ease.
Use of the primary principles of the Alexander Technique may benefit all students, not
only those who participate in performance-based studies such as music and dance. For those
students who do not use their bodies to perform, the Alexander Technique can be of personal
benefit while executing movement patterns in their daily routines. Michael Gelb, director of the
High Performance Learning Center in Washington, DC, an international leadership consultancy
to business and professional groups worldwide, and an Alexander Technique teacher and
someone who utilizes the Alexander Technique daily, states that the Alexander Technique is
frequently sought out by those with “bad backs, stiff necks, asthma, headaches, depression and
many other ailments,” as the Alexander Technique can provide “re-education” for the “result of
bad habits of movement” (2). The Alexander Technique might similarly help students of all ages
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relearn proper body mechanics, which may aid in the reduction of ailments from bad patterns of
movement. Teaching efficient use of the body to students when they are children might also help
prevent these issues as they move through adolescence to adulthood.
The goal of this study was to determine whether the knowledge and use of the Alexander
Technique improves movement efficiency in kindergarten through 5th-grade students. Hopefully
improved body efficiency will decrease participant’s injuries both now and later in life by giving
students tools to use their bodies more effectively and efficiently.
Purpose of Thesis
The purpose of this research study was to investigate the potential benefits of learning
about and using the Alexander Technique with elementary aged students. This study sought to
determine if students may be able to use their bodies in a healthier manner and increase their
capacity for activity through Alexander technique. Incorporating this type of somatic practice
may also have a positive effect on stationary body positions like sitting in class or standing in
line, as well as locomotor movements like running in gym class or walking through the hall. It
might also improve how students work in the classroom by improving their body position while
writing, typing, and drawing or painting in art class.
The many personal accounts of those who have benefitted from their knowledge of and
work with the Alexander Technique instilled a desire to demonstrate that the Alexander
Technique can be of benefit to everyone, leading to the key guiding research questions of this
study:
Q1

Can the Alexander Technique improve efficiency of movement in K-5th grade
students?

Q2

Can the Alexander Technique improve the ease of movement in K-5th grade
students?
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Significance of Thesis
There are many anecdotal accounts of how the Alexander Technique has benefited people
with a variety of ailments; however, not enough research has been done to demonstrate or
document how the Alexander Technique can aid people, specifically young students. If the
Alexander Technique can be shown to provide young people with techniques that lead to more
efficient use of their bodies, they will likely experience fewer injuries both now and over time as
they progress into adulthood. Injuries related to what may be called misuse of the body could
potentially be decreased with more anatomical knowledge, a kinesthetic understanding of the
body, and efficient use of one’s own body. As Jennifer Johnson states, “most of the injuries
musicians suffer from stem from the simple fact that they are moving in ways that the bones are
not best designed to move” (ix). Once one studies the sizes and shapes of the different bones and
how they are supposed to move in relation to one another, a person can discover that there are
other directions the body is not meant to move.
Movement efficiency involves letting go of improper body positions that a person can
carry throughout one’s day. If a person has more movement efficiency, he or she will likely
experience less tension and pain as he or she moves, which can apply to dancers and non-dancers
alike. It is extremely important for dancers and other movement technicians to be able to use
their bodies properly because of the demands their activities impose on the body over an
extended period of time. Even for the non-movement based professional, using one’s body
properly offers the potential to improve movement efficiency, no matter the person’s age or
action. When movement efficiency improves, injuries may also decrease. Besides the pain that
injuries cause, they can take a toll on a person’s life financially, such as medical expenses and
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lost wages, mentally or emotionally due to lack of functionality and movement capacity, or even
in the form of personal and professional loss of time.
This thesis aimed to demonstrate that the Alexander Technique does, in fact, benefit
young students by giving them tools to use their body more efficiently. Ideally, this would also
decrease chances of injuries as youth, continuing through adolescence and into their adult lives.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
What Is the Alexander
Technique?
When learning dance technique, people are generally learning an action to perform or
how to execute a specific movement. In many techniques, people are taught what to do, but as
Rebecca Nettl-Fiol, professor of dance at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the
co-editor of The Body Eclectic: Evolving Practices in Dance Training, and Luc Vanier, associate
professor in the Dance Department at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee’s Peck School of
the Arts, state in their book, “[I]n the Alexander Technique we learn what not to do and how to
prevent the things we do that get in our own way.” Specifically, the Alexander Technique
consists of “becoming aware of habitual patterns of movement that interfere with optimal
movement efficiency” (18). Some people confuse the Alexander Technique with teaching better
positions, but it instead focuses on teaching “the better use of ourselves that results in better
positions” (Gelb 44). In other words, the Alexander Technique teaches how to use one’s body
proactively as opposed to being reactionary, such as physical therapy or surgery, which focus
more on repairing damage that has already occurred.
Nettl-Fiol and Vanier explain that Frederick Matthias Alexander developed the
Alexander Technique over multiple decades, after having difficulties with his voice in his
performing career (18). He began this work in the late 1800s and continued until his death in
1955 (23). After frequently observing himself in the mirror, he realized adjustments that his body
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was making when he spoke (20). Alexander experimented with preventing these movements
from happening, which he found improved his performing voice (20). Alexander noticed what
his body was doing and how those movements were impacting his performance abilities. He
named what he had discovered from the observations he made on himself and these became the
founding principles of his technique.
Use and Functioning
Throughout these self-examinations, Alexander discovered that his use of his body was
affecting his personal ability to function and perform well. As he noticed these “use” problems
and how they were impacting his abilities, he was able to change his “use” to make
improvements in his performances (Gelb 12; Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 22).
As Gelb states, Alexander implemented the word “use” to indicate “the process of control
over all those actions that he seemed to have the potential to control.” Those who notice the
inefficient use of their body and make the choice to change their habitual ways of moving are the
same people who succeed in this and other techniques. One needs to make the choice to change
for the Alexander Technique to be effective. It is the desire, effort, and “power to choose” that is
the most important piece of achievement in the Alexander Technique (26).
Alexander discovered that the misuse of his own body “affected the quality of his
speaking, ultimately leading to debilitating vocal problems” (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 23).
According to Dr. J.E. Goldthwaite in a study on body mechanics, the misuse of one’s body can
similarly interfere with “breathing and compressing unduly the joints and internal organs” (Gelb
29). When one’s body is compressed, or contracted, it impedes breathing and other internal
bodily functions. According to Dr. Wilfred Barlow, a physician and teacher of the Alexander
Technique, misuse is a “factor in both causing and perpetuating rheumatism, backache, arthritis,
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breathing disorders, hypertension, fatigue, gastro-intestinal conditions, headaches, and certain
sexual problems” (Gelb 29). Doctors have “testified that they had observed consistent
improvements in patients referred for Alexander lessons, even in cases of chronic disease” (Gelb
29). These doctors have stated that “misuse was a major factor in causing disease and that
diagnosis of a patient therefore remained incomplete unless it took into account the influence of
use upon functioning” (Gelb 29). Use and functioning of the body should be observed and taken
into account when prescribing forms of treatment.
The Whole Person
Many times, a person thinks of his or her body in terms of one’s separate parts. “My foot
hurts,” “I have a stomachache,” and “I cut my finger,” are just a few examples of how people can
segment their bodies in their thought processes. As Gelb states, the Alexander Technique asks
those who engage in it to keep in mind that “the whole is more than the sum of its parts.” Even in
medicine, treatment at times can also focus on individual parts instead of the whole person.
Similarly, some body parts can try to take over for others, either by misuse or misunderstanding
such as how “our necks and shoulder often do the work of our backs, so our emotions often do
the work of our intellects, and vice versa” (35).
The mind-body connection is vital to those studying the Alexander Technique. Nettl-Fiol
and Vanier write, “Every thought has a physical manifestation, and every action has a mental
connection” (24). Alexander would say that “all training, of whatever kind, must be based on the
understanding that the human organism always functions as a whole and can only be changed
fundamentally as a whole” (Gelb 38). One cannot change how one part of the body functions
without looking at how this affects the entire being. The body and mind are integrated and
“trying to deal with them separately as if they were two disparate entities is detrimental”
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(Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 24). Attempting to separate the mind from the body leads to suboptimal
body functioning. Physiologically, the brain sends messages to the body parts and those parts
relay information back to the brain. This connection is essential for the proper functioning of the
human being. The mind, located in the brain, functions as the control center for the whole body,
telling the body what to do and how to do it.
Primary Control
There is a “dynamic relationship between the head, neck, and back” that is essential in
human movement (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 21). Alexander coined this relationship ‘primary
control’ (21). Alexander realized that his body functioned the best when he lengthened his head,
neck, and back (Gelb 42). When the body is “led by the head, and when we do not interfere with
this mechanism, our system is able to function at its best capacity” (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 24).
One can have poor body functioning, and often pain, from slumping or slouching the back, neck,
and head.
Primary control can “best be seen in the movements of animals, infants and a few
outstanding adults” (Gelb 44). When one watches a baby crawling, or an animal trotting around,
this relationship is apparent. Research on animal behavior has shown that animals do in fact
follow Alexander’s idea of primary control (47). George Coghill, who spent forty years
researching animals discovered that movements in animals were “controlled and integrated by
the ‘total pattern’ of the head, neck and torso” (47). Another biologist, Rudolf Magnus,
determined that “the head-neck-torso relationship was the Zentralapparat (central mechanism) in
orienting an animal in its environment” (47).
Gelb states that bodies are created so that “the head leads and the body follows” (47).
When one allows this to happen, “the lengthening of habitually contracted muscles of the spine”
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supports a “better balance of the skeletal and muscular system” (50). Alexander found that as the
head moves “forward and up” the rest of the spine in the neck and torso will follow suit and
lengthen with it (42). When one imagines a string of beads without any support or length, it sits
in a crumpled ball; however, if one pulls up on one end of that imaginary string of beads, the
beads and string will lengthen by nature.
Unreliable Sensory Appreciation
As people move around throughout the day, they may feel as if their movements are
correct, when they are, in actuality, unintentionally incorrect. For example, a person may feel
that he or she is correctly lifting with his or her leg muscles, when he or she is actually lifting
using his or her back muscles. However, as Alexander discovered, “he could not necessarily
depend on his kinesthetic sense,” because “his senses had become unreliable due to habitual
patterns of movement that ‘felt right’” (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 24). Therefore, Alexander could
not “be sure that he was doing precisely what he thought he was doing” (Gelb 52). One can
practice or complete a movement many times, and it will feel natural as it has been habitually
repeated that way, even if it is not correct. As movement patterns become familiar, they will feel
correct, whether they actually are or not (53). Originally, Alexander thought that this was a
personal idiosyncrasy; however, as he began teaching, he soon discovered that “‘debauched
kinaesthesia’ was an almost universal problem, and a particularly insidious one, since by its very
nature it eludes awareness” (53). This “debauched kinaesthesia” can be viewed as an incorrect
knowledge or awareness of what is physically correct or efficient. In other words, the person is
not even aware that they are being inefficient because they have experienced their body in an
inaccurate way. These feelings are the basis of what Alexander called “unreliable sensory
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appreciation” (54). Recognizing “unreliable sensory appreciation” could be an additional benefit
to the participants in this study.
As Gelb was attempting to understand more about himself, he found that his “path to this
goal has often been obstructed by a conflict between the things I have been conditioned to think
and feel (that familiar variety of ‘oughts’ and ‘don’ts’ imposed by family and society) and my
incompletely reasoned responses to them” (57). Gelb applied this idea to his Alexander
Technique work, which can also be reflected in the saying “don’t should on yourself.” If one’s
sensory appreciation is inaccurate, a person can get frustrated with how they are moving and
whether what their mind is telling them is true or false, accurate or inaccurate, just as Gelb did.
However, if one lets go of what “should” be done and simply allows what is natural to happen,
movements will create less tension and allow more freedom and ease of movement (Gelb 54).
Inhibition
Nettl-Fiol and Vanier explain Alexander’s idea of inhibition as thinking about doing an
action, but not actually doing the action. Alexander figured that if he stopped the inefficient use
of his body, primary control would take over and his body would function in a more effective
manner. In the Alexander Technique, inhibition refers to “learning to choose not to react
habitually and automatically.” In other words, it is choosing not to move in the way that you
have learned and is retained in your muscle memory. Once previous habits are broken down, one
can choose to respond to a stimulus in a different, new, and easier way. In this sense, a person is
getting out of one’s own way and stopping previous movement patterns to allow for primary
control to take over (25).
As Gelb explains, when one refuses to respond in a stereotyped and habitual way, the
“organism can work naturally and our reason can function without distraction” (60). In today’s
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cultural climate people can get “wound up” as “we stiffen our necks and literally throw ourselves
off balance in unconscious response to many aspects of our environment” (61). This happens
especially when people have stressors, either intermittently or constantly. Often when Alexander
teachers are working with students, they will ask the student to give them the full weight of a
limb, like an arm, while the teacher manipulates the arm and the student does not help the
movement at all, which can be difficult to execute or accomplish. After the student agrees, “the
pupil almost invariably responds by interfering with the movement, often at a surprisingly gross
level.” The student tends to take over motor function, either consciously or unconsciously to
“help” the teacher. As the student grows in their journey throughout the Alexander Technique he
or she learns to “help” the teacher less and less. This is the process of how the student learns to
let go of the “preparatory tension patterns that manifest themselves when people are thinking
about moving” (Gelb 64-6).
Direction
Once a student realizes and releases the preparatory tension patterns that he or she
maintains, he or she can replace that habit with something different (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 21).
Alexander focused on “thinking of directing himself to lengthen, as opposed to physically trying
to lengthen himself,” which is what is referred to as “direction” (21). So instead of physically
moving one’s muscles, one simply thinks about lengthening. Alexander thought that he would
free the “tension in his neck, so that his head could go forward and up and his back could
lengthen and widen” (Gelb 68). Another way to look at this concept is learning to “guide the
movement with intent rather than by unconsciously muscling your way through it” (Nettl-Fiol
and Vanier 25). This idea of direction relates directly to Alexander’s concepts of use and
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functioning by not interfering with the primary control of one’s own body. During Alexander’s
discoveries, he determined that
elements of the new pattern were to be projected sequentially and simultaneously ‘all
together, one after the other.’ In other words, he would continue to give directions for the
first part (let the neck be free) while giving directions for the second part (allow the head
to go forward and up), thus building each element into a whole pattern. (Gelb 68-70)
This “whole pattern” fits into Alexander’s principle of the “whole person” discussed previously.
This sequence of thinking allows students of the Alexander Technique to “prevent unwanted
responses” while still being reminded of “the direction that is wanted” (Gelb 70). Summed up
into one word, “direction” can be looked at as thinking “up” (71). One needs to remember to
simply think “up,” not force the body to move in the desired direction.
Ends and Means
As Alexander continued developing his technique, he realized that he needed to pay more
attention to the process rather than the goal or end result (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 25). Focusing on
the process “allowed him to redirect his habitual use through conscious inhibition and control”
(22). Focusing on the end result could create more tension in the process. Thinking about the
process involves “releasing unwanted muscular tension rather than countering tension with more
tension” (26). Furthermore, the goal of the Alexander Technique “may be defined as ensuring
that our means are always rationally and physiologically the best for our purposes (Gelb 83).
People can often focus on the end goal, but when one zeros in on the process, the goal can be
achieved more quickly and completely. Michael Gelb himself has felt at times that being in the
present moment and not focusing on the end goal has benefitted him and enabled him to reach
his goals (86).
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Alexander realized that he “needed to let go of his preoccupation with the end,” which he
termed “end-gaining” (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 22). Practicing end-gaining when moving
throughout life will activate the muscles in the habitual way one was already used to moving
instead of moving in a more efficient and productive way (Gelb 80). People tend to focus on
end-gaining in the current cultural climate, often encouraged to “‘win at all costs,’ ‘go the extra
mile,’ ‘push it to the limit’” (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 25). This is another way students of the
Alexander technique can impede their work or get in the way of their own goals.
As Nettl-Fiol and Vanier explain, after Alexander realized he needed to let go of
end-gaining, he turned to something he titled “means-whereby.” The means-whereby focuses on
a “series of procedures that may not seem to have anything to do with the end you are trying to
achieve.” This could be demonstrated as looking at a step-by-step process, one step at a time,
without knowing what the end result should be. The concept of “means-whereby” pays more
attention to “how rather than what you are trying to accomplish” (25).
Alexander Technique
and Dance
Individual dancers and the study of dance could potentially be positively influenced by
the Alexander Technique. Dance students, teachers, and professionals all have the potential to
create a “wide range of expressivity and a rich qualitative movement vocabulary” when
“performed by an intelligent and efficiently functioning dancer” (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 9). The
Alexander Technique is not meant to be exclusively used by movement professionals. It can be
utilized by all to increase “dexterity … from everyday actions as mundane as brushing one’s
teeth, to highly skilled dance movements” (10). It can be especially beneficial to dancers by
helping them to find “the appropriate amount and locus of expenditure of energy for the task or
movement at hand” (11). The foundational aspects of the Alexander Technique “provides an
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overall system that supports the dance material and gives a context to the functionality of the
body in any given form” (14). In other words, the Alexander Technique can support the study of
dance and dancers, in class, rehearsal, and performance.
Body Mapping
Body Mapping can be viewed as a person’s experience of their own body. This includes
how they move in their body and with their body. Body mapping is “one’s own idea and
experience of structure, movement, and size.” This term was coined by William Conable, a
teacher of the Alexander Technique and music professor at Ohio State University. Body maps
can be “conscious or unconscious, but they always govern how we move,” and they “often
deviate from the reality of anatomic structure” (Gilmore 7). This can be seen as a derivative of
Alexander’s concept of “unreliable sensory appreciation.”
Gilmore explains that when a body map is incorrect, it can lead to “inefficiency,
distortion and injury.” It is not always a simple task to let go of a faulty body map. Some people
might have difficulty relearning what they thought they already knew. As an example, the idea of
very thin dancers, ballerinas specifically, is still prevalent in dance culture, and some dancers
will put their bodies through almost “anything to achieve the desired size, including distorting
themselves with muscular effort.” Whereas some athletes might take steroids to enhance their
performance, dancers aim to enhance their own marketability in other similarly destructive ways.
Ballerinas have traditionally striven to be small, from all angles. For many dancers, this involves
adjusting or pushing the pelvis down and to the front in order to create a straighter and smaller
line on their backside, specifically in regards to the gluteus maximus. This adaption is commonly
referred to as “tucking under.” This puts the pelvis in a contorted position in relation to the spine,
thereby also putting the spine out of alignment, which can lead to back injury and pain. Having
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the pelvis and spine out of alignment by “tucking under” would be detrimental to anyone, dancer
or non-dancer alike. This could also potentially jeopardize a dancer’s career if a back injury
resulted from the improper alignment. For a dancer who has grown accustomed to adapting her
body in these ways, such as, “‘tucking under’ in order to flatten her buttocks,” it could be very
difficult to correct the body map. Many dancers have been taught to force their bodies into these
negative patterns through many years of training. Correcting the body map would involve
correcting both the mental image as well as incorrect muscle memory (7).
Gilmore further states that when a body map is accurate, “movement becomes efficient
and clear” (7). Utilizing Alexander’s principles in conjunction with an accurate body map can
“bring about a leaner look as unnecessary tension dissolves and muscles lengthen.” The
knowledge of basic anatomy and the embodiment of that knowledge “often leads to quick and
clear improvement in function and expression of creative intent.” Improving the body’s
functionality not only helps in pedestrian movement, but in dance as well. This would benefit
dancers in particular, since they require their bodies to function optimally for extended periods,
and creative expression is of utmost importance when performing on stage (8).
Movement Efficiency
Movement efficiency is at its peak when the “entire system participates optimally”
(Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 114). This is what the Alexander Technique and Body Mapping aim to
improve. In the Alexander Technique, when you move with efficiency there is “a sense of being
supported with length and width, through the inclusion of the head and limbs rather than through
shortening of the musculature…This is a much more useful model for movement, providing a
framework for mobility and stability to coexist” (151). Finding movement efficiency is directly
impacted by “paying attention to the amount of effort or exertion that is required and feeling free
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to play with that as you figure out what is needed” (164). In other words, the body needs to be
able to feel different ways of moving to determine what provides the most efficiency.
Movement efficiency when dancing is not necessarily the same as ease of movement in
general, pedestrian movement. Movement efficiency in dancers is critical due to the increased
demands placed on the dancers’ bodies. Ease of motion in dance can be looked at as what will be
“most economical without undermining the intent of the movement” (Nettl-Fiol and Vanier 149).
The intensity, quality, and effort of the movement itself needs to be maintained while ensuring
the most efficiency and ease of movement as possible in the dancer’s body.
Children
Children are not simply smaller versions of adults (Cooper 17). They do not react the
same way either physically or emotionally as adults. Young students adapt quickly as their
bodies are able to respond quickly (Johnson x). Their minds and brains are very versatile and
they learn much more readily than adults. Some people compare children to sponges, absorbing
everything quickly and holding onto most of that knowledge. Johnson states that children’s
brains are “highly ‘plastic’ and therefore easily changed” (x). They readily absorb new
information and modify concepts already present. This can be of benefit when one might have to
reteach or re-educate a young student on any given subject matter. In regard to teaching children
the Alexander Technique, they have not had as many years of incorrect body movement to be
corrected.
On the other hand, working with children can also provide challenges in terms of their
level of understanding. Concepts must be presented in age-appropriate terminology and imagery.
Varying lengths of attention span at different age levels must also be considered. Teaching the
Alexander Technique to younger children may mean simply explaining concepts without using
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the actual terminology that Alexander coined and teaching short segments of the technique at one
time. While working with older students, exact terminology could be used and segments of
teaching the technique could be lengthened.
Injuries
Injuries not only cause people pain, but also cost time, energy, and money, in the form of
lost wages or even hospitalization if the injury is serious enough. Many injuries can be
prevented, and by applying the Alexander Technique and Body Mapping a person may
accomplish safe movement and thereby prevent injuries. Jennifer Johnson states that tendinitis in
the elbow and wrist is often caused by “mismapping of the forearm’s rotation at the elbow joint”
(7). The forearm has two bones: the radius and the ulna. The radius is made to “radiate” over the
ulna because the ulna’s job is to facilitate the bend of the arm at the elbow joint (7). Carpal
tunnel syndrome and some wrist pain can also be attributed to the ineffective use of the radius
and ulna partnership (11). These injuries have the potential to be very damaging to
instrumentalists, dancers, and craft laborers as students grow into professionals.
The forearm is not the only place one can fall victim to mismapping. Johnson explains
that shoulder pain and tension can be caused by a mismapping of the entire arm. Human arms
begin at the clavicle (collarbone) in the front and scapula (shoulder blade) in the back. If a person
is mismapped though, they might believe their humerus, the upper arm bone, to be the beginning
of the arm (18). This incorrect concept of what constitutes the whole arm could lead to improper
functioning of the arm as well. This is what Jennifer Johnson calls the “Barbie doll arm” (18).
Mismapping of the shoulder area can also cause problems by contributing to “Thoracic Outlet
Syndrome,” which happens when the collarbone is consistently too low and it presses on the
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nerves and blood vessels that run down the arm (25). This causes numbness and tingling in the
fingers (25).
Johnson states that the spine is involved in many mismapping issues as well. Many
people have back pain that can be attributed to a mismap. This can be caused by either
overarching one’s back, or curving it forward in a slouch (29). Additionally, a person can
mismap one’s spine to head connection (37). The head is meant to balance in alignment on top of
the spine; however, some people have a tendency to jut it forward, whether it is a musician
jutting one’s head to reach his or her instrument or an adult craning one’s neck to complete
computer work, both of which can cause head and neck pain (37). Since the spine is literally the
backbone of the body, it is essential to keep it properly mapped and functioning well. Proper
mapping of the spine and the body, as a whole, promotes more healthy body functioning. By
extension, one would also expect that more healthy body functioning should aid in injury
prevention.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The methodology and instruments used for this research were all created with the
intention of recording how the Alexander Technique and Body Mapping principles can aid
young students in bodily efficiency and ease of movement. The guiding research questions of
this study were:
Q1

Can the Alexander Technique improve efficiency of movement in K-5th-grade
students?

Q2

Can the Alexander Technique improve the ease of movement in K-5th-grade
students?

This chapter details the methods that were used throughout the study, from preparatory actions to
the analysis of the data collected.
Research Preparation
The researcher obtained permission from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) through
the University of Northern Colorado prior to beginning research. Permission from the IRB was
secured by submitting a package that included a narrative outlining the purpose, methods,
potential risks or benefits, and any compensations, as well as the parental consent form, the
assent permission form (permission of a minor following their parent’s permission), the
observation rubric, the post-discussion questions, the post-journal questions, and written
documentation of permission from the site where research would take place and be collected.
The IRB approval letter, consent and assent letters may be found in Appendix A. The research
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instruments created for this study may be found in Appendix B. The lesson plan and images used
in the lesson may be found in Appendix C.
Once permission was received from the school site and then the IRB, the researcher had
to first request parental permission since the participants in the study were minors. Consent
forms were sent home with students to be completed and returned by the parent. Students who
had parental consent were then asked if they would like to aid in the study and were asked to
complete the assent form if they were willing to participate in the study. The consent and assent
forms can be found in Appendix A.
Research Site and Participants
All research took place in a small, private school in north central Wisconsin. Although
the school serves pre-kindergarten through eighth-grade students, the researcher was only
looking to study kindergarten through fifth-grade students. At the time the study took place there
were eleven kindergarteners, eight first graders, eleven second graders, eight third graders,
twelve fourth graders, and ten fifth graders attending the school. Of those, nine kindergarteners,
six first graders, eight second graders, seven third graders, ten fourth graders, and nine fifth
graders elected to participate in the study (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1: Research site demographics and research participants by grade level.

Figure 2: Percentage of total research participants by grade level.
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Research was executed during weekly music classes for kindergarten through 5th-grade
students. The music classes that incorporated the dance-based movements and the Alexander
based techniques that were used in the study were taught by the researcher.
All students in each grade level were required to participate in the class material;
however, students who did not have parental consent or give their own assent were not included
in research data collection or analysis. Student participants were also assigned numerical
representation in all data for confidentiality purposes.
Research Design
Research instruments were created by the researcher to be primarily qualitative. The
observation rubric levels were holistic rather than analytic, and the post-journals and
post-discussion questions were primarily open-ended questions. Each of these instruments were
created by the researcher (Appendix B). The pre- and post-observation rubric was used to
analyze the gains or losses of each student from the beginning of the study to the end. Comparing
the pre to post observation rubrics was the only quantitative analysis of the research data.
Research Chronology
Following IRB approval, the first step in the study was to obtain parental consent for each
potential student participant. Then in each class we read the assent form together as a class, and
those that had returned parental consent forms had the option to sign and date an assent form,
providing their own agreement to take part in the study.
The instructional portion of the study began by teaching each class six dance movements
during one 30-minute class period. The first dance movement was a passé meaning ‘passed’,
which is the raising of one pointed foot to the opposite knee. The second was a three-step turn,
where a student takes a step to the side, turns 180 degrees and steps with the second foot,
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completes the full rotation, bringing the feet together. The students were then instructed how to
jump in first position, where the heels of the feet stay together and the toes point out so the feet
make a “v.” The fourth move that was taught was the grapevine, where one steps out to the side
with one foot, steps behind with the opposite foot, out to the same side again with the first foot,
and then brings the other foot together to meet the first foot. Then the students learned a simple
port de bras meaning ‘carriage of the arms’, in which the arms began in first position, which is
down and in front of the pelvis, moved through second position, where the arms are out to the
side, and then rose to high fifth position, where the arms are high above the head and have a
slightly curved arm. The final dance step taught was chassé meaning ‘chased’, which has a
galloping motion. Once all six movements were taught, the students demonstrated them while
being video recorded.
The second 30-minute instructional class of the study was an exploration of Alexander
Technique and Body Mapping. The students were taught simple facts about human anatomy and
how their bodies function. This often began with a question to stimulate student thinking and
enable them to verbalize their understanding of basic anatomy, such as, “Where do you think
your head connects to your spine?” Then the class was taught the correct answer to each
question. The lesson also involved multiple points of self or paired explorations to demonstrate
how the body functions. In one example, the researcher asked the students to pair up and Student
A put their hands on Student B’s scapulae, commonly referred to as shoulder blades, while
Student B moved his or her arm or arms around to see how the different shoulder pieces worked
together. This was the general framework for each of the following areas: head and neck, arms
and hands, spine and torso, and legs and feet. See Appendix C for the full lesson plan and images
used in this lesson.
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In the final 30-minute class for the study students re-executed the original six dance
movements in small groups while being video recorded. Following the video recording, an
in-class discussion was facilitated by the researcher and audio recorded. The audio recording of
each class was transcribed at a later date. Second through fifth graders also were given time to
answer four journal questions. See Table 1 for specific dates when each portion of the research
was completed.
Table 1: Chronology of when each class completed each piece of study.
Portion of Study

1st, 4th, and 5th
Grades

Kindergarten, 2nd,
and 3rd Grades

Parental consent forms sent home

Jan. 3, 2020

Jan. 3, 2020

Assent forms read, discussed, and signed

Jan. 28 2020

Jan. 31, 2020

Students were taught six dance movements and
video recorded performing

Feb. 4, 2020

Feb. 7, 2020

Students were taught principles of Alexander
Technique and Body Mapping

Feb. 11, 2020

Feb. 14, 2020

Students were video recorded performing the
same six movements and completed the in-class
discussion and for grades 2-5 journals

Feb. 18, 2020

Feb. 28, 2020

Data Analysis
The researcher used quantitative and qualitative methods to analyze the data found in this
study. The quantitative data were analyzed by comparing the pre- and post-observation rubrics to
determine if students gained, maintained, or lost movement efficiency and ease of movement.
The primary method used in evaluating most of the data was qualitative by reviewing answers to
post-discussion questions and post-journal questions.
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Quantitative Data
Quantitative data were used to demonstrate how students changed movement patterns
after learning basic anatomy and body functioning. This was based on researcher observations
notated before and after students learned Alexander based techniques. Once both pre- and
post-observation rubrics were completed for each student participant, they were compared to
determine if a given participant increased their ease and efficiency of movement, decreased in
the same regard, or stayed stagnant. This data analysis can be found in the Discussion chapter.
Qualitative Data
Qualitative data were used in examining participant responses to journal and discussion
questions. Following learning about the body and executing the dance movements the second
time, second through fifth-grade student participants responded in written form to four journal
questions. All grades (kindergarten through fifth grade) responded verbally to discussion
questions. These discussions were audio recorded and then later transcribed for ease of analysis.
Following transcription, the responses to both the journaling questions and the discussion
questions were notated in a spreadsheet organized by grade and student for ease of comparison.
The results of this analysis can be found in the Discussion chapter.
Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to detail the methods used to devise, execute, and
analyze this research project. The IRB approval, consent, and assent forms can be found in
Appendix A. The research instruments including the observation rubric, the post-journal
questions, and the post-discussion questions may be found in Appendix B. The lesson based on
the Alexander Technique and Body Mapping can be found in Appendix C along with
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accompanying images used in that class period. The findings and analysis of the methods
outlined in this chapter can be found in the following Discussion chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to determine if the Alexander Technique could benefit
kindergarten through 5th-grade students in their bodily efficiency and ease of movement. The
primary method of evaluating data in this study was qualitative; however, some data were
evaluated quantitatively. This chapter examines the data that were collected through researcher
observations, post-discussion questions with kindergarten through 5th-grade students, and
post-journal questions with 2nd through 5th-grade students.
Researcher Rubric and
Observations
The researcher designed the observation rubric used in this study, which was divided into
four categories and four levels of excellence. The four categories, or body groupings were: head,
neck, and shoulders; arms and hands; torso and waist; and legs and feet. The four levels indicated
on the rubric were: superior, excellent, intermediate, and not presented. To indicate a superior
level, the student would have to display bodily freedom and show no signs of tension in that
body group. Students in the excellent level would show some tension, but they remained mostly
free in their bodies. Those who presented at the intermediate level would be mostly bound, or
tense in their bodies, but would show occasional signs of freedom. If a student participant fell
under the not presented level, he or she would display almost no freedom in the body and be
quite tense, or bound. The full observation rubric can be found in Appendix B.
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The observation rubric was used twice during the study for each participant. The first
time the student participants were observed was after initially learning the six dance movements
before reviewing the Alexander Technique and anatomy. The second time the participants were
observed and graded on the rubric was when they reperformed the dance movements. They did
this after they learned about their bodies through basic anatomy and partnered body exercises.
See Appendix C to view the entire lesson plan and exercises.
Students began at various levels on the observational rubric. The first researcher
observation was after the students initially learned the dance movements. Figure 3 indicates the
breakdown of the actual number of students’ body groupings that were at each level of ease and
efficiency in each grade. Many were at one of the two middle levels for the first observation
during the study, most often falling in the excellent category. A few students were also on the
opposite end of the rubric, not having presented much efficiency or ease of movement at all.
However, a larger portion of the older students began at a superior level.
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Figure 3: Number of students’ body groupings at each level by grade.
Based on researcher observations, forty-seven percent of all kindergarten through
fifth-grade participant body groupings increased their movement efficiency following the lesson
concerning anatomical awareness. Other students, fifty-two percent of all the students’ body
groups, stayed stagnant, and only one percent regressed (Figure 4). However, taking into
consideration that those students who were previously at a superior level could not improve any
further, figure 5 indicates that a higher percentage of students not beginning at a superior level
were able to improve. Evaluating just those participants who began at a superior level
(twenty-seven percent of participants), the percentage of those who remained stagnant, excluding
those who began at a superior level, fell to twenty-five percent.
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Figure 4: Progress made in efficiency and ease of movement by grade level.
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Figure 5: Progress made with those that rated superior in their own category.
Post-lesson In-class
Discussion
The researcher-generated post-discussion questions were used to determine if any growth
took place as perceived by the students and not visible to the researcher through observation.
Question one asked: How does your body feel now (better, worse, or the same than before you
learned about the Alexander Technique)? Questions two and three asked what the students knew
about their bodies before learning about the Alexander Technique and what they learned from
the study. Question four asked if the movements that were taught in class felt the same, easier, or
worse the second time they were performed in class. Question five asked whether anything
changed how the movements felt in their body, and six followed with why they believed it felt
different in their body. These discussion questions were asked of the participants following the
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second researcher observation of the dance movements for each grade level. The questions as
they were presented to the participants can be found in Appendix B.
The first discussion question asked if the participants’ bodies felt better, worse, or the
same than before they learned about the body through anatomy and partner exercises. A
majority, fifty-six percent, of the participants said their bodies felt the same. Forty percent of
student participants said that they felt better. Most of those that felt better were in kindergarten
and fourth grade. Only two participants said their body felt worse, and both were in fifth grade.
One fifth-grade student did not answer the question as it was asked and is therefore not included
in this graph (Figure 6).

Figure 6: How participants’ bodies felt at the end of the study.
The second discussion question asked what information the participants knew about the
body before taking part in this study. The participants in kindergarten and first grade had quite
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rudimentary answers to this question. These participants responded that they knew that they had
butts, lots of bones, belly buttons, spines, skeletons, that bodies can be strong and the back helps
one bend. Second and third-grade students answered this question the most specifically. Some of
the comments made by the second graders included discussion on how the spine is not straight,
but curved and how the spine starts at the base of the head. Some of the comments made about
the Musculo-skeletal system by third-grade students included, “your bones are moved by
muscles,” and that the “ribs protect your heart and lungs.” Another third-grade student said, “one
of your muscles relaxes and one of your muscles contracts.” Fourth and fifth-grade participants’
comments often had less information about the body specifically. Many of the older students
discussed their own personal stamina, athleticism, or flexibility. The few that mentioned the
body itself, were vague, making statements such as, “our heads are heavy,” “a lot about the
muscles,” and “where bones are.” One fifth-grade participant that stood out, said that the body
“turns oxygen into carbon dioxide.”
In the third discussion question, participants were asked what they now knew about the
body, following the lesson about anatomy and partner exercises. Kindergarten and first-grade
students’ statements were again quite rudimentary, sharing ideas such as: The head is heavy,
there are bones in the legs, ankle, knee, feet, fingers, shoulder, elbow, forehead, and spine.
Second-grade students talked about the idea that the foot is an arch, and there are “bones by your
shoulders” as well as the “head is heavier than you think,” and “your ankle actually holds lots of
weight.” Third-grade participants’ responses were more specific, discussing that the spine has
twenty-four bones, the head weighs approximately ten pounds, and your hip joint is not where
you feel your pelvis bone, but lower and further inside the body. Fourth-grade participants
relayed even more specific information about the body and although they were similar to the
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third graders’ answers, the fourth-grade students had additional understanding, including the
knowledge of where the weight of the body is supported in the body, and that the head connects
to the top of the spine and is skeletally only connected to one small bone. Fifth-grade participants
shared similar ideas including the weight of the head, where the head attaches to the spine, and
where the weight of the body is supported. The two additional comments made by fifth-grade
participants were the placement of the collarbone, and where the arms attach to the torso.
The fourth discussion question asked participants if performing the movements, the
second time for observation, felt the same, easier, or worse than the first time they were
performed. This question was intended to focus not on the participants’ bodies, as in the first
discussion question, but rather on how easy or difficult the specific dance movements were.
Forty-four percent of the participants in first through fifth grades said the movements felt the
same. The entire kindergarten class along with a few students in other grades said that the
movements felt easier the second time, totaling forty-nine percent. Some first and fourth-grade
participants did not respond directly to the question, and are therefore not included in these
percentages.
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Figure 7: How participants’ movements felt at the end of the study.
Discussion question five asked participants if they believed anything changed how the
dance movements felt in their bodies. Most participants did not answer the question clearly.
Many seemed to be either confused, still focused on the previous question, or commented on
how the movements felt in general, instead of if they thought anything changed how they felt.
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Figure 8: If participants believed anything changed how the movements felt.
The final discussion question was a follow-up to question five, asking what participants
believed made a difference in how the movements felt in their bodies. Kindergarteners did not
have any ideas on what might have made the difference. First, third, and fifth-grade participants
all commented on how they believed that knowing the movements helped. Some commented that
they were not new movements the second time. Fourth-grade participants also said they thought
that practice and having more experience with the movements helped them the second time.
In-class Journals
The post journal questions, created by the researcher, were only asked of the second
through fifth-grade participants. These queries were similar to the discussion questions, but
created with the intention that students who do not like to share their ideas verbally or who might
answer in a way that merely echoes their peers’ responses would be able to still express
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themselves with their own voice. The first and second questions asked: how did your body feel
before the study and how does it feel now. Questions three and four asked how the movements
felt in the body before and after learning about the body. The journal questions for the second
through fifth-grade participants were also given following the second researcher observation but
before the class discussion. These prompts, in the exact form provided to participants, can also
be found in Appendix B.
The first journal question asked the participants how their bodies felt before the study.
The second journal question asked participants how their bodies felt at the end of the study. One
can see generalizations of how students’ bodies felt prior to the study (Figure 9) and then if they
felt they improved, regressed, or if they felt the same after the study was complete (Figure 10).
These were broken into three different categories. Positive feelings were determined to be
responses such as good, great, active, or comfy. Negative responses were determined to be
responses such as weird, bad, horrible, hurting, or stiff. Responses were coded as indifferent if
they replied by saying normal, fine, the same, or usual. Similarly, participants’ responses were
coded as having personal improvement if their comments relayed a feeling that was better than
their first response, such as better than before, good (if they had previously stated it was not good
in some way), or more comfortable. Participants’ answers were coded as having regressed if they
stated in some way that their body felt worse after having completed the study, such as feeling
tired or hurt when they had previously said normal or fine. One was marked as stagnant if they
had the same response to question two as they had for question one, or if they said they felt the
same as before.
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Figure 9: Participant body feeling responses prior to the study.

Figure 10: Participant opinion of progress made in bodily feelings.
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Questions three and four of the journal asked how participants felt performing the dance
movements both before and after learning about their bodies and doing partner exercises. These
questions were scored similarly to questions one and two. Comments were coded as positive if a
participant replied with a good, great, or fantastic. Participants’ comments were coded as
negative if they responded with bad, strange, nervous, or uncomfortable. If a participant wrote
fine or the same, his or her response was coded as being indifferent. Students were again marked
as having improved if they responded with a more positive reply to question four than question
three. Responses like better, or more active would be coded as improved. Responses that were
worse than question three, such as harder, were coded as regressed. If a participant had the same
response to question four as question three or if he or she said they felt the same, his or her
response would be coded as stagnant.

Figure 11: Participant dance movement feelings for first performance.
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Figure 12: Participant opinion of progress made in movement feelings.
Summary
Based on researcher observations, many students improved their ease of movement and
efficiency. Some stayed stagnant from the beginning to the end of the study, and only a few
participants regressed. From the perspective of the student participants, many felt that their
movements and bodies stayed the same, although some did feel as though they improved or were
better the second time. Again, only a few felt they regressed, or performed worse the second time
the movements were performed.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if the Alexander Technique could
improve kindergarten through fifth-grade student efficiency and ease of movement. This study
included forty-nine kindergarten through fifth-grade student participants and the researcher, who
was also the teacher of the lessons in this study. Both qualitative and quantitative methods were
used to analyze the data that were collected through researcher observations and in-class
discussions for all participants, as well as journal responses for second through fifth-grade
student participants.
This chapter discusses the implications of the study including an interpretation of the
results and issues that came up during the study. This chapter will also look at limitations of this
particular study and recommendations for further study.
Based on researcher observations and student participant perception data, this study has
shown that learning basic elements of the Alexander Technique and basic anatomy does
influence the efficiency and ease of movement in students. The researcher also discovered that
efficiency and ease of movement is difficult to observe and notate.
Implications of the Study
It is clear from the results of the study that principles of the Alexander Technique,
including learning about basic anatomy and body mapping, do benefit students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Efficiency and ease of movement improved for a large number of the
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participants. For those students who did not appear to be helped by the technique, very few had
worsened efficiency or ease of movement. Improvement in general is consistent with what
practitioners and students of the Alexander Technique have claimed for years.
It is necessary to consider that the students in this study had an extremely limited amount
of time using the principles of the Alexander Technique that they were taught. Most of those
who work with and practice the Alexander Technique have trained for multiple sessions and
often years of personal study. This gives them ample time to practice and embody the principles
of the Alexander Technique, whereas the students that were taught principles of the Alexander
Technique in this study only had one exposure to it during a single thirty-minute class.
Limitations of the Study
There were multiple limitations of this study, the first of which included the potential for
unintentional bias due to the fact that the researcher was the same person as the teacher for all of
the lessons including both the dance portion of the study and the principles of the Alexander
Technique. Furthermore, the researcher was not a certified Alexander Technique instructor. The
researcher has only previously been a student of the Alexander Technique and noted a positive
effect in herself and her fellow students from those studies. Also, it is most often recommended
that students have a lengthy exposure to the Alexander Technique to be able to fully experience
and apply the principles it puts forth. As stated previously, this was a very short and limited
exposure of the Alexander Technique for the students that participated in the study.
School calendars and class schedules at the location of the study were two determining
factors of this study. Classes were only held once per week for thirty minutes. Half of the grades
that were involved with this study had class on Tuesdays and the other half on Fridays. Due to
the arrangement of the school year, there was an in-service day on one Friday in the middle of
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the study. This gave the second, third, and kindergarten students two weeks in between the
lesson based on the principles of the Alexander Technique and the second execution of the dance
movements. This gap could have negatively impacted their retention of information and their
performance.
The sample size for each grade, or age, was also limited due to the small class sizes at the
school that this study took place. It also is a private, parochial school and although not all of the
students are religious, the nature of the school does not attract families from a wide range of
demographic groups.
Finally, the research instruments that were used in this study were not validated. The
researcher created them herself based on what she was looking to discover about the Alexander
Technique and its effect on the participants in the study.
Recommendations for
Further Research
This study has shown that students do benefit from learning principles of the Alexander
Technique, basic body mapping, and anatomy. However, there is still more research that might
be done to determine if the Alexander Technique can benefit students in their own movement
efficiency. A study could also be designed to investigate whether dance students could improve
their movement efficiency in dance by learning the Alexander Technique. One potential change
to the study would be for students to have a longer exposure to the principles of the Alexander
Technique. Students in this study were only able to receive one thirty-minute class period related
to the Alexander Technique. Extending this exposure time would give students a better
foundation in the technique and ideally, help them apply it, both to dance movements and their
regular daily movement patterns.
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Another option would be to reformat the entirety of the study into a single workshop or
day. This way students would potentially be able to draw from the knowledge they had just
learned earlier in the day, instead of having to remember it from a single exposure into a
following week’s lesson.
Obtaining additional observers would also help the validity of the study. This would
remove potential personal biases and provide an average efficiency level based on all observers.
It would also be beneficial to the study if these observers were Alexander Technique teachers,
and additionally, if an Alexander Technique specialist was the teacher of the lesson or portion of
the study that focused on the principles of the Alexander Technique.
Finally, the researcher could revise the discussion and journal questions to be more
specific and potentially more clearly understood by the participants. There could be a discussion
prior to learning the dance movements and principles of Alexander Technique to discover what
students already knew about their Musculo-skeletal system and how it specifically works or
functions. Similarly, there could be a prompt for older students to write about what they
currently know about their Musculo-skeletal system, as well as, how their bones and muscles feel
prior to the study taking place. The post-discussion and journal questions could, again, specify
what the students had learned during the study about their bones and muscles, and how their
bodies actually move and function.
Conclusion
This study has shown that learning about the principles of the Alexander Technique and
body mapping in addition to basic anatomy can aid students’ bodily efficiency and ease of
movement. However, it would further the results of this study to employ Alexander Technique
teachers, adjusting the outline or format of the study, and adjusting the length of time of
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exposure to the Alexander Technique so students are able to embody it more in their movements
and in their lives.
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Observation Rubric for Kindergarten through 5th-grade students:
Superior

Excellent

Intermediate

Not Presented

Head, neck, and
shoulders

Head, neck, and
shoulders are
free and show no
sign of tension.

Head, neck, and
shoulders are
mostly free,
show some
tension.

Head, neck, and
shoulders show
some freedom,
are mostly
bound, and
mostly tensed.

Head, neck, and
shoulders are
bound, show
minimal to no
freedom, and are
tensed.

Arms and hands

Arms and hands
are free and
show no sign of
tension.

Arms and hands
are mostly free,
show some
tension.

Arms and hands
show some
freedom, are
mostly bound,
and mostly
tensed.

Arms and hands
are bound, show
minimal to no
freedom, and are
tensed.

Torso and waist

Torso and waist
are free and
show no sign of
tension.

Torso and waist
are mostly free,
show some
tension.

Torso and waist
show some
freedom, are
mostly bound,
and mostly
tensed.

Torso and waist
are bound, show
minimal to no
freedom, and are
tensed.

Legs and feet

Legs and feet are Legs and feet are
free and show no mostly free,
sign of tension.
show some
tension.

Legs and feet
show some
freedom, are
mostly bound,
and mostly
tensed.

Legs and feet are
bound, show
minimal to no
freedom, and are
tensed.

Comments:
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Post-Discussion Questions for Kindergarten through 5th-grade students:
1. How does your body feel now (better, worse, or the same than before you learned about the
Alexander Technique)?
2. What did you know about your body before this project?
3. What do you know about your body now?
4. Did the movements feel the same, easier or worse the second time you did them?
5. Did anything change how the movements felt in your body?
6. Why do you think it felt different between the first time and the last time you did them? (if
applicable)
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Potential Post-Journal Prompts for 2nd-grade through 5th-grade students:
1. How did your body feel before this study?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. How does your body feel now (after) this study?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. How did your movements feel before learning about your body?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
4. How do your movements feel now that you have learned more about your body?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX C
LESSON PLAN AND IMAGES
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